TURN DOWN THE VOLUME: A GUIDE TO SPECIFYING ACOUSTIC FLOOR COVERINGS

Our complete Project Vinyl portfolio offers flooring solutions that encompass general purpose, slip resistant, acoustic, static control, design tiles and wetroom solutions. Manufactured with the most advanced production techniques, they not only stand out for their functionality but also their design. Forbo is a founder member of Vinyl Plus whose goal is to increase PVC recycling in Europe and all ranges meet the European air quality requirements as defined by AgBB.

Project Vinyl
This CPD seminar will:

• provide an introduction to the role that acoustic floorcoverings can play in achieving enhanced sound reduction in buildings

• give an outline of current UK building regulations and best practice recommendations and how these apply across different sectors including health, education, residential and public buildings

• establish a considered review of different resilient flooring products and those additional performance characteristics that are important to the overall performance of the final selected acoustic floorcovering

Turn Down The Volume: A guide to specifying acoustic floor coverings
Knowledge level: general awareness
1 hour duration
RIBA core curriculum:

• Compliance: legal and statutory framework and processes

• Designing and building it: design, construction, technology and engineering

To book a CPD seminar please contact Fiona Lister on Tel: +44 (0) 1592 647209 or email: cpd@forbo.com

T: 0800 731 2369
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/cpd